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Marvel Super Hero Contest of Champions is a legendary arcade game that
has captured the hearts of gamers for decades. Released in 1982 by Bally
Midway, the game was a groundbreaking superhero fighting game that
featured a roster of iconic Marvel characters, including Spider-Man, Iron
Man, and the Incredible Hulk.

Gameplay

Contest of Champions is a two-player fighting game with unique gameplay
mechanics. Players control one of six Marvel superheroes and battle
against each other in a series of one-on-one matches. The game features a
simple two-button control scheme, with one button for attacking and one
button for jumping. Players can perform a variety of moves by combining
these buttons, including punches, kicks, throws, and special abilities.

What sets Contest of Champions apart from other fighting games is its
innovative "contest" system. Before each match, players can choose a
special contest that gives them a temporary advantage, such as increased
strength or speed. These contests add an element of strategy to the game
and allow players to tailor their playstyle to their preferred characters.

Characters
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Contest of Champions features a roster of six iconic Marvel superheroes:

Spider-Man: The agile web-slinger with a variety of acrobatic moves
and web-based attacks.

Iron Man: The armored Avenger with powerful repulsor blasts and flight
capabilities.

The Incredible Hulk: The monstrous green brute with incredible
strength and leaping abilities.

Captain America: The patriotic super-soldier with a vibranium shield
and enhanced strength.

Wolverine: The feral mutant with adamantium claws and regenerative
healing abilities.

Cyclops: The leader of the X-Men with optic blasts that can destroy
anything in their path.

Each character has their own unique strengths and weaknesses, and
players must learn to master their preferred character's abilities to succeed.

Story

The story of Contest of Champions is simple but effective. The game's
antagonist, the Grandmaster, has kidnapped the superhero contestants
and forced them to battle each other in a series of contests. The
Grandmaster's goal is to use the energy generated by the battles to
conquer Earth.

The player must guide their chosen hero through the contests and defeat
the Grandmaster to save Earth. The game's ending features a spectacular



battle between the player's hero and the Grandmaster, with the fate of the
world hanging in the balance.

Legacy

Marvel Super Hero Contest of Champions had a profound impact on the
video game industry. The game's innovative gameplay mechanics and
iconic character roster paved the way for future superhero fighting games
and helped to popularize the genre.

The game has also been praised for its stunning graphics and sound
design. The large pixelated characters are expressive and detailed, and the
music and sound effects are top-notch. Contest of Champions is a true
arcade classic that continues to entertain gamers to this day.

In recent years, Contest of Champions has experienced a resurgence in
popularity thanks to the release of a mobile version of the game. The
mobile game has been downloaded over 100 million times and has
introduced the classic arcade experience to a new generation of gamers.

Marvel Super Hero Contest of Champions 1982 is a timeless classic that
stands as one of the greatest arcade games of all time. The game's unique
gameplay mechanics, iconic character roster, and engaging story have
captivated gamers for decades and continue to entertain to this day.
Whether you're an old-school arcade enthusiast or a newcomer to the
world of superhero fighting games, Contest of Champions is a must-play.
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